
Improving the customer experience  
with real-time communication  
between front-line employees
MLSE’s talented Fan Services team is on the front line 
each and every night to create extraordinary moments 
for its fans. That means being on hand to help customers 
celebrate special moments, facilitate seat upgrades, and 

Better tools, better results for the customer
MLSE now uses  to coordinate fan 

 
 

Services team members for that shift – both full-time  
and hourly – can communicate and collaborate to  
help deliver stellar customer experiences.

 
 

there’s no more need to distribute phone numbers,  

 
 

teams continue to facilitate extraordinary moments.

moments for fans and for each other. But how do you connect employees on the ground, at the 
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to raise the game

When you’re dealing with various employees from various geographic regions who are working in various departments 

in the business, it’s often difficult to get everyone on the same page and provide a platform where they can all 

communicate and collaborate effectively. Here’s how our customer, a multi-national organization with several thousand 

fast food restaurant locations in over 100 countries across the globe is using Workplace to tear down silos: 

The customer was dealing with vast distances between 

franchises, with silos popping up and employees 

feeling unintentionally ignored or underappreciated. 

Something had to be done to remove the geographic 

barriers and the subsequent silos that were being 

created. Enter Workplace.  

Improve Employee Communication by 
Removing Geographic Barriers 

An internal champion (one of the organization’s 

C-level executives) had been introduced to Workplace 

in a previous role. He knew that the platform could 

provide a viable solution to foster a solid foundation of 

communication and collaboration among corporate, 

franchisees, and frontline workers. So, he initiated the 

implementation. After doing so, the organization saw 

an immediate surge in employee usage, leading to 

greater collaboration between restaurants from 

different geographies.   

Foster a Solid Foundation of Communication 
& Collaboration

In fact, the organization deemed the migration so 

successful that they are now moving on to phase two of 

their Workplace implementation, which includes 

upgrading Workplace from a communications platform to 

a full collaboration platform that takes advantage of the 

workflows and automation capabilities of Workplace. The 

organization believes this will increase employee 

productivity in the future.  

Prepare for the Future of Workplace 

How this Global Organization Tore Down 
Silos with Workplace! 

900 Toronto, ON



 Live Video

5,000+ employees around our common purpose of creating 
extraordinary moments for our fans and each other."

   Roopa Shah, 

 
When MLSE wanted to train the Food & Beverage team  

 
Live video  

watch, comment and react without needing to be at the bar.  

 
need for multiple or repeat sessions.

The team has discovered additional operational enhancements 

mobile app has reduced the need to print physical copies of  

Live video  

employees who are driving impact across the team and for  

Managers surprise award winners during their team meeting  
or gathering to host a small toast and speech and present  

presentations so teams can share these stories with all 
everyone. This helps spread the love as employees can  
get involved in the celebration by watching, commenting,  
and reacting to these live events.

 

can access. The Learning & Development team creates fun  
 

that align with their fan experience and service standards.

employees have all the resources they need to be great 
ambassadors and have an immediate impact.

 
 

of cascading this information down through their managers,  
MLSE can now deploy new information directly and instantly 
to every one of their 4,000 hourly employees. This gives total 
consistency for training and allows people to learn and  
develop anytime and anywhere.

 
 

the approach is also reducing printing costs and saving 
 

additional, in-person sessions.

 

and they cover lots of information in a short period of time.

 
 

employees can connect from anywhere and don’t need  
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How Workplace helped


